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Abstract

I describe the tag-sets I have used
for testing algorithms and machine
learning (ML) models that decide the
content of nominals in collaborative
computer-mediated dialogue. These
tag-sets (Jordan, 2000b; Di Eugenio
et al., 1998) that are based in part on
the DRAMA (Passonneau, 1997) and
DAMSL coding schemes (Allen and
Core, 1997). Collectively the tag-sets
provide information about the nomi-
nals expressed, the discourse relations
between the nominals (e.g. corefer-
ence, set, class), the domain actions
under discussion, and agreement states
during collaborative negotiations as de-
rived from influences on the speaker
and hearer and the problem solving
state as characterized by parameter set-
tings. I end with an assessment of the
usefulness of these tag-sets.

1 Introduction

In my work on generating nominals in dia-
logue (Jordan, 2000c; Jordan, 2000a; Jordan and
Walker, 2000; Jordan and Walker, 2002), I’ve
used manually-annotated, computer-mediated di-
alogues from the COCONUT corpus to compare
the performance of various algorithms and ma-
chine learning (ML) models. The common input
for all the algorithms and models is a representa-
tion of a discourse entity that is to be expressed
at a particular point in a human-human dialogue.

The common evaluation metric is a comparison
of the attributes actually expressed in the human-
human dialogue for the input discourse entity and
the attributes that the algorithm or ML model se-
lected for the same input entity. The input that
differs for the algorithms and models is the other
dialogue context that each deems necessary for
making content selection decisions.

Clearly it will be difficult to address the ques-
tion of what additional dialogue context is suf-
ficient to annotate and make available for algo-
rithms and models in general for an evaluative
reference task (in the sense of (Whittaker et al.,
2000)). But even the question of what annota-
tions are necessary to arrive at the input discourse
entities and output attributes that are common to
all the algorithms and models is not without com-
plications.

First I will provide some background on the
COCONUT corpus and then I will describe the tag-
sets that provide the input and output data for
comparing performances. Next I will describe
some tags for providing additional dialogue con-
text. I will conclude with a summary of the per-
formance differences measured using these tag
sets and a brief analysis of the usefulness of the
tag sets.

2 The Coconut corpus

The COCONUT corpus is a set of 24 computer-
mediated dialogues consisting of a total of 1102
utterances. The dialogues were collected in an
experiment where two human subjects collabo-
rated on a simple design task, that of buying fur-
niture for two rooms of a house (Di Eugenio et al.,



(In prior dialogue have already agreed upon: 3 green chairs
for 50, 1 green chair for 100 and a green table in the dining
room, and a blue sofa in the living room. The numbers in
brackets indicate the utterance breaks for analysis of the
dialogue.)

G: [36] That leaves us with 250 dollars. [37] I have a yellow
rug for 150 dollars. [38] Do you have any other furniture
left that matches for 100 dollars?”
S: [39] No, I have no furniture left that costs $100. [40] I
guess you can buy the yellow rug for $150.
G: [41] Okay. [42] I’ll buy the rug for 150 dollars. [43] I
have a green chair [44] that I can buy for 100 dollars [45]
that should leave us with no money.
S: [46] That sounds good. [47] Go ahead and buy the yellow
rug and the green chair.
G: [48] I’ll buy the green 100 dollar chair. [49] Design
Complete?
S: [50] Sounds good, [51] do you want the green chair in the
dining room with the other chairs? [52] I put the yellow rug
in the living room. [53] Then the design is complete.
G: [54] Sounds good. [55] Hit the design complete

Figure 1: Excerpt of a COCONUT dialogue illus-
trating variable selection of attributes for nominal
descriptions

2000). Their collaboration was via typed dialogue
in a shared workspace where each action and ut-
terance was automatically logged. An excerpt of
a COCONUT dialogue is in Figure 1. A snapshot
of the shared workspace for the COCONUT exper-
iments is in Figure 2.

In the collected dialogues, the participants’
main goal is to negotiate the purchases; the
items of highest priority are a sofa for the liv-
ing room and a table and four chairs for the din-
ing room. The participants also have specific sec-
ondary goals which further constrain the problem
solving task. The secondary goals are: 1) match
colors within a room, 2) buy as much furniture as
you can, 3) spend all your money. Participants are
instructed to try to meet as many of these goals as
possible, and are motivated to do so by rewards
associated with satisfied goals.

Each participant is given a separate budget (as
shown in the mid-bottom section of Figure 2) and
an inventory of furniture (as shown in the upper-
left section of Figure 2). Furniture types include
sofas, chairs, rugs and lamps, and the possible
colors are red, green, yellow or blue. Neither
participant knows what is in the other’s inven-

tory or how much money the other has. By shar-
ing information during the conversation, they can
combine their budgets and select furniture from
each other’s inventories. Note that since a partici-
pant does not know what furniture his partner has
available until told, there is a menu (see the mid-
right section of Figure 2) that allows the partic-
ipant to create furniture items based on his part-
ner’s description of the items available. The par-
ticipants are equals and purchasing decisions are
joint. Each set of dialogue participants solved one
to three scenarios. These problem scenarios var-
ied task complexity by ranging from tasks where
items are inexpensive and the budget is relatively
large, to tasks where the items are expensive and
the budget relatively small.

3 Corpus Tag-sets

After the corpus was collected, it was first divided
into utterance units and all the nominal expres-
sions that were to be tagged were marked. Only
the nominals that described task objects were
marked. The definitions of utterance units and the
nominal expressions to be marked are described
in detail in (Jordan, 2000b).

Next the corpus was manually annotated with
INPUT and OUTPUT tags as shown in Figure 3 and
for additional dialogue context with DISTRAC-
TOR SET and NON-IDENTIFICATION GOAL tags
as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. First, we will fo-
cus on the tags for creating the input common to
all the algorithms and models that I tested. Next
I will describe the tags used for comparing the
output of each algorithm and model and com-
puting the performance of each. Finally I will
describe some of the additional dialogue context
tags that were needed by the algorithms and mod-
els to make content selection decisions.

3.1 Input Tag-sets

The input for each algorithm or model is some
representation of the object that is to be described
at a particular point in the dialogue. A discourse
model is used to keep track of the objects that
have been discussed in a discourse. As an ob-
ject is described, the conversants relate the infor-
mation about the object in the utterance to the
appropriate mental representation of that object
in the discourse model (Karttunen, 1976; Web-



Opal 1

End of Turn

Design Complete

PARTNER’S INVENTORY

TABLE-LOW
TABLE-HIGH
RUG
SOFA
LAMP-TABLE
LAMP-FLOOR
CHAIR
ARMCHAIR
DESK

LIVING-ROOM DINING-ROOM

YOUR INVENTORY

1  TABLE-HIGH  YELLOW $400
0  SOFA  GREEN $350
1  SOFA  YELLOW $400
1  RUG  RED $200
1  LAMP-FLOOR  BLUE $50
2  CHAIR  BLUE $75
0  CHAIR  GREEN $100
0  CHAIR  RED $100

Your budget is: $400

350

100 100

400

400

100

100

> we bought the green sofa 350,
the green table 400,
and 2 green chairs 100 each.

> change the chairs,
I have two red ones for the same price.
As much as I like green
it looks ugly with red.

Figure 2: A snapshot of the interface for the COCONUT task

ber, 1978; Heim, 1983; Kamp, 1993; Passonneau,
1996). A discourse entity is a variable or place-
holder that indexes the information about an ob-
ject described in a particular linguistic description
to the appropriate mental representation. We use
the discourse entity as the common input repre-
sentation.

Since a discourse entity is the product of a
complex process of being engaged in a dialogue,
our goal is to identify reliably recognizable tags
from which a discourse entity can be automati-
cally derived.

The INPUT tags in Figure 3 provide the dis-
course reference information which includes ini-
tial, coreference and discourse inference rela-
tions between different entities such as set/subset,
class, common noun anaphora and predicative,
and the attributes used to describe the entity. The
discourse inference relations are based in part on
the DRAMA coding scheme (Passonneau, 1997).
For each tagged nominal in a dialogue, we either
create a new discourse entity or update an existing
one and link it to a copy of the unmodified entity.
We update entities when a coreference relation is

indicated by the tags and otherwise we create a
new discourse entity.

When we create a new discourse entity, we start
by adding its usage information to the representa-
tion; the utterance in which it occurred, how it
was expressed and who used it in the dialogue.
Next we add the tagged attribute information. We
have three types of attribute tags for each entity:

� noun phrase level (e.g. red and chair in “the
red chair”),

� utterance level (e.g. I in “I have a red chair”),

� locally inferred (e.g. price in “I can buy a
blue chair with the money we have left.”)

To complete the discourse entity, we must next
consider any relationships between the new en-
tity and existing discourse entities. These rela-
tionships allow us to infer additional information
about the entity we are creating.

To illustrate the discourse inference relations,
in (1b), the green set is an example of a new dis-
course entity, which has a set/subset discourse in-
ference relation to the three distinct discourse en-



Utterance Reference Discourse Attributes
and Inference
Coreference Relations

37 initial ref-19 nil my,1,yellow,rug,150
38 initial ref-20 nil your,furniture,100
39 initial ref-21 class to ref-20 my,furniture,100
40 coref ref-19 nil your,1,yellow,rug,150
42 coref ref-19 nil my,1,rug,150
43 initial ref-22 nil my,1,green,chair
44 corefers ref-22 CNAnaphora ref-22 my,100
47 corefers ref-19 nil your,1,yellow,rug
47 corefers ref-22 nil your,1,green,chair
48 corefers ref-22 nil my,1,green,chair,100
51 corefers ref-22 nil 1,green,chair
51 initial ref-25 set of ref-12,ref-16 chair
52 corefers ref-19 nil 1,yellow rug

Figure 3: A dialogue excerpt and its input and output tags

tities for 2 $25 green chairs, 2 $100 green chairs
and $200 green table.

(1) a. : I have [2 $25 green chairs] and [a
$200 green table].

b. : I have [2 $100 green chairs]. Let’s get
[the green set].

A class inference relation exists when the ref-
erent of a discourse entity has a subsumption re-
lationship with a previous discourse entity. For
example, in (2) the table and your green one have
a subsumption relationship.

(2) Let’s decide on [the table] for the din-
ing room. How about [your green
one]?

A common noun anaphora inference relation
occurs in the cases of one anaphora and null
anaphora. For example, in (3) each of the marked
NPs in the last part of the utterance has a null
anaphora relation to the marked NP in the first
part. Note that this example also has a class infer-
ence relation as well.

(3) I have [a variety of high tables]
,[green], [red] and [yellow] for 400,
300, and 200.

Discourse entities can also be related by pred-
icative relationships such as is. For example, in
(4) the entities defined by my cheapest table and a
blue one for $200 are not the same discourse enti-
ties but the information about one provides more

information about the other. Note that this ex-
ample also includes common noun anaphora and
class inference relations.

(4) [My cheapest table] is [a blue one for
$200].

For each of these relations, attribute values are
inherited. The inheriting entity is the more spe-
cific of the two and attribute values are copied
from the less specific entity when either the inher-
iting entity has no value for that attribute or has a
less specific value (e.g. “superordinate” is a less
specific value for the attribute type than “chair”
is). The inheriting entity becomes the final dis-
course entity.

All but the predicative relation can involve
more than two entities. When multiple entities are
involved, we combine the entities and generalize
values whenever attribute values differ (e.g. “red”
and “blue” generalize to “range”, “sofa” and “ta-
ble” generalize to “superordinate” and “$50” and
“$100” generalize to “$150” when the component
entities do not have all the same attribute val-
ues). Inheritance then occurs between the com-
bined entity and the entity being created. With
common noun anaphora, only the type attribute is
inherited. With the class relation, we further gen-
eralize the newly created discourse entity when
it has been created from several component en-
tities (i.e. we are creating the “class” entity in
the instance/class relationship). To generalize a
“class” entity, we removed generalized values and
remove quantity values.



We only update an entity when a coreference
relation is tagged. When we update the entity, we
save a copy of the original entity and link it to the
updated entity. By linking a copy of the original
entity to the current one, we can trace how the en-
tity evolved during the course of the dialogue and
how and when it was used. Last, we update the
usage information and make any changes in the
attribute values that are indicated by the attribute
tags.

For example, the initial representation for “I
have a yellow rug. It costs $150.” would include
type, quantity, color and owner following the first
utterance. Only the quantity attribute is inferred.
After the second utterance the entity would be up-
dated to include price because of the coreference
and predicative relationships involved.

3.2 Output Tag-sets

The OUTPUT tag-set requires little interpretation
to arrive at the output data we need for evaluat-
ing the performance of generation algorithms and
models. We use the attribute tags in Figure 3
for both input and output determinations. As we
mentioned earlier, there are three categories of at-
tribute information that are tagged for each nomi-
nal; NP-level attributes, utterance-level attributes
and locally inferred attributes. The NP-level at-
tributes are always counted as attributes that a
person chose to express to evoke an entity while
the locally inferred attributes are not.

It is debatable whether the utterance-level at-
tributes should count for description selection.
Although we tagged whether or not the utterance-
level attribute information is syntactically and se-
mantically required, we have no way of capturing
whether the requirements were met opportunisti-
cally or not. If we assume that the content for
the nominal was selected first, then it is possible
that syntax and semantics may have moved the at-
tribute to the utterance level. For example, if the
speaker chose ((owner A)(color red)(type chair)),
then the syntactic and semantic requirements of
“have” would make it unnecessary to also express
the owner attribute value at the nominal level in “I
have the red chair that we could use in the LR”.
However, if the speaker chose ((color red)(type
chair)), the same sentence might still be produced
to meet the syntactic and semantic requirements.

Likewise the speaker might discard an attribute
that was originally selected if the owner attribute
value has the same power for uniquely identifying
the target object.

To compare the performance of a generation
algorithm to that of humans, we used a measure
of the degree of match between the human’s and
the algorithm’s selection of attributes for the same
discourse entity in the same dialogue context. In-
clusion and exclusion of an attribute both count
in the degree of match. A perfect match means
that the algorithm chose to include or exclude the
same attributes as the human did for a particular
entity. The measure,

�����
, ranges between 0 and

1 inclusive, where
�

is the number of attribute
inclusions and exclusions that agree with the hu-
man description and

�
is the number of attributes

that could be expressed for an entity. We then
did an analysis of variance and multiple pairwise
comparisons on the match results to compare al-
gorithms.

In the case of the ML models we required in-
stead a perfect match between the human’s and
the ML model’s choice of attributes. We then
used k-fold cross validation to compare the per-
formances of the different ML models.

3.3 Dialogue context Tag-sets

Most models for generating nominal expressions
share basic assumptions about the speaker’s goal
when describing a discourse entity already intro-
duced into the discourse model in prior conver-
sation. The speaker’s primary goal is identifica-
tion, i.e. to generate a linguistic expression that
will re-evoke the appropriate mental model. The
description must be adequate for re-evoking the
entity unambiguously, and it must do so in an ef-
ficient way (Dale and Reiter, 1995). One factor
that has a major effect on the adequacy of a de-
scription is the fact that a discourse entity to be
described must be distinguished from other dis-
course entities in the discourse model that are
currently salient. These other discourse entities
are called distractors. Characteristics of the dis-
course entities evoked by the dialogue such as re-
cency and frequency of mention, relationship to
the task goals, and position relative to the struc-
ture of the discourse are hypothesized as means
of determining which entities are mutually salient



Utterance Action Introduce or entity
continue in

Action
37 SelectOpt intro act4 ref-19
38 SelectOpt intro act5 ref-20
40 SelectOpt cont act4 ref-19
42 SelectOpt cont act4 ref-19
43 SelectOpt cont act5 ref-22
44 SelectOpt cont act5 ref-22
46 SelectOpt cont act5 none
47 SelectOpt cont act4 ref-19

SelectOpt cont act5 ref-22
48 SelectOpt cont act5 ref-22
51 SelectOpt, cont act5 ref-22

SelectChairs cont act3 ref-25
52 SelectOpt cont act4 ref-19

Figure 4: A dialogue excerpt and its tags for de-
riving distractor sets

for both conversants. For this reason, we want to
consider additional tags that provide information
about the saliency of discourse entities.

Since a goal-directed view of sentence genera-
tion suggests that speakers can attempt to satisfy
multiple goals with each utterance (Appelt, 1985)
and since this also applies to lower-level forms
within the utterance (Stone and Webber, 1998),
it is reasonable to expect that a nominal expres-
sion can satisfy multiple goals. It is one possi-
ble explanation for why expressions that are non-
minimal with respect to a goal to identify an ob-
ject appear frequently in language. For this rea-
son we also want to consider tags about the di-
alogue context that capture other communicative
goals in addition to the identification goal.

3.3.1 Distractor Sets

In most computational work on generating
nominal expressions, distractors are defined via
a model of discourse structure. The most com-
monly used account of discourse structure for
task-oriented dialogues is Grosz and Sidner’s the-
ory of the attentional and intentional structure of
discourse (Grosz and Sidner, 1986). In this the-
ory, a data structure called a focus space keeps
track of the discourse entities that are salient in a
particular context, and a stack of focus spaces is
used to store the focus spaces for the discourse
as a whole. The content of a focus space and
operations on the stack of focus spaces is deter-
mined by the structure of the task. A change in
task or topic indicates the start of a new discourse

segment and a corresponding focus space. All
of the discourse entities described in a discourse
segment are classified as salient for the dialogue
participants while the corresponding focus space
is on the focus stack. These salient entities are
treated as the distractors.

The DISTRACTOR SET tag-set in Figure 4 is
used to capture the discourse structure. It en-
codes the goals and actions that are being dis-
cussed by the conversants and which discourse
entities are arguments of these goals and actions.
The tagged task goals are used to derive an in-
tentional structure for the discourse, then a seg-
mentation of the discourse, and finally the current
focus space. The entity-action tagging helps indi-
cate which entity belongs in which focus space.

But the definition of a focus space is still an
open issue (Walker, 1996) since there is no clear
criterion yet for assigning the segmentation struc-
ture. For this reason, algorithms and models
may demand additional dialogue context in or-
der to create alternative distractor set definitions.
For example, two alternatives that we’ve used are
based on extremely simple focus space definitions
in which either the discourse entities from the
most recent utterance or the last five utterances
are possible distractors. Both of these alternative
distractor set models are based solely on informa-
tion about relative utterance distance.

3.3.2 Additional Communicative Goals

The tags for capturing non-identification goals
are shown in Figure 5. They represent the prob-
lem solving state in terms of the influence the ut-
terance has on both the listener and speaker, con-
straint changes that are implicitly assumed or ex-
plicitly stated by the conversants, and the size of
the solution set for the current constraint equa-
tions, as well as current parameter assignments.
The constraint change tags are goals that are used
directly in the algorithms and models. The other
tags are used to derive additional goals.

The solution set size for a constraint equation
is characterized as being determinate if the set
of values is closed and represents that the con-
versants have shared relevant values with one an-
other. An indeterminate size means that the set of
values in still open and so a solution cannot yet
be determined.



Utterance Influence Influence Change in Solution Parameters
on Listener on Speaker Constraints Size

37 Action-Dir Offer drop color match indet OptionLR
38 nil nil color,price limit indet Option
40 ActionDir Commit none det OptionLR
42 ActionDir Commit none det OptionLR
43 OpenOption nil none indet OptionDR
44 ActionDir Offer none det OptionDR
46 ActionDir Commit none det OptionDR
47 ActionDir Commit none det OptionDR OptionLR
48 ActionDir Commit none det OptionDR
49 ActionDir Offer none det none
51 ActionDir Offer none det OptionDR
52 ActionDir Commit none det OptionLR

Figure 5: A dialogue excerpt and its tags for deriving non-identification goals

The influence the utterance is expected to have
on the speaker and the listener, as defined by the
DAMSL scheme (Allen and Core, 1997), helps
capture some of the situational influences that
may effect descriptions. The possible influences
on listeners include open options, action direc-
tives and information requests. The possible
influences on speakers are offers and commits.
Open options are options that a speaker presents
for the hearer’s future actions, whereas with an
action directive a speaker is trying to put a hearer
under an obligation to act. There is no intent
to put the hearer under obligation to act with an
open option because the speaker may not have
given the hearer enough information to act or the
speaker may have clearly indicated that he does
not endorse the action. Offers and commits are
both needed to arrive at a joint commitment to a
proposed action. With an offer the speaker is con-
ditionally committing to the action whereas with
a commit the speaker is unconditionally commit-
ting. With a commit, the hearer may have already
conditionally committed to the action under dis-
cussion, or the speaker may not care if the hearer
is also committed to the action he intends to do.

The influence on listener and speaker and the
solution set size tags are used to derive the agree-
ment state which encodes critical points of agree-
ment during problem solving. According to (Di
Eugenio et al., 2000), critical agreement states
are:

� propose: the speaker offers the entity and
this conditional commitment results in a de-
terminate solution size.

� partner decidable option: the speaker offers
the entity and this conditional commitment
results in an indeterminate solution size.

� unconditional commit: the speaker commits
to an entity.

� unendorsed option: when the solution size is
already determinate, the speaker offers the
entity but does not commit to using it.

From the agreement state for the current utter-
ance and the previous agreement state we can de-
rive additional communicative goals. As a first
example, if a dialogue participant is uncondition-
ally committing in response to a proposal, she
may want to verify that she has the same item
as her partner by repeating back the previous de-
scription.

Another example of derivable goals is situa-
tions where multiple proposals are under con-
sideration that may contrast on attributes related
to goals. For COCONUT these are either color-
matching goals or price related goals. These con-
trasting goals depend on the agreement states, in
that it is necessary to recognize proposals and
commitments in order to identify alternatives and
track agreed upon solutions. To recognize those
dialogue contexts in which contrast goals can
arise, we use heuristics involving the agreement
states and parameter assignments to estimate par-
tial solutions.

When there is a color contrast goal, it means
that the entity’s color matches with the partial so-
lution that has already been agreed upon and/or
contrasts with the alternatives that have been pro-
posed. In this situation, there may be grounds for



Input- Reference Discourse Attributes
Output and Inference
Tags Coreference Relations

.863 .819 .861
(z=19, p � .01) (z=14, p � .01) (z=53, p � .01)

Distractor Introduce Continue Entity
Set Actions Actions in
Tags Action

.897 .857 .857
(z=8, p � .01) (z=27, p � .01) (z=16,p � .01)

Non-identification Influence Influence Change in Solution Parameters
Tags on Listener on Speaker Constraints Size

.72 .72 .881 .8 .74
(z=19, p � .01) (z=13, p � .01) (z=11, p � .01) (z=6, p � .01) (z=12, p � .01)

Table 1: Kappa values for the Tag-sets

endorsing this entity relative to the alternatives.
For example, in response to S’s utterance [37] in
Figure 1, in a context where G earlier introduced
one blue rug for $175, G could have said “Let’s
use my blue rug.” in response. In this case the
blue rug would have a color contrast goal associ-
ated with it because it has a different color than
the alternative, and it matches the blue sofa that
had already been selected.

A price contrast goal can arise in two different
situations. It exists either when the entity has the
best price relative to the alternatives, or when the
problem is nearly complete and the entity is more
expensive than the alternatives. In the first case,
the grounds for endorsement are that the item is
cheaper. In the second case, it may be that the
item will spend out the remaining budget which
will result in a higher score for the problem solu-
tion.

Additional derivable communicative goals are
described in (Jordan, 2000c; Jordan, 2000a).

3.4 Tag-set Reliability

The tags all have good intercoder reliability as
shown by the KAPPA values given in Table 1 (Di
Eugenio et al., 2000; Jordan, 2000c; Krippen-
dorff, 1980). These values are all statistically sig-
nificant for the size of the labelled data set, as
shown by the p values in the Table.

4 Comparing Generation Models

In (Jordan, 2000c; Jordan, 2000a), I used the
input and output tags along with the distractor
set and non-identification tags in comparisons of
Dale & Reiter’s INCREMENTAL model, my IN-
TENTIONAL INFLUENCES model and a model
called RANDOM INFLUENCES that uses the IN-
CREMENTAL model as a base and randomly adds
additional attributes. My prediction was that the
INTENTIONAL INFLUENCES model would do as
well as the INCREMENTAL model but better than
the RANDOM INFLUENCES model. The results
confirmed my prediction; the INTENTIONAL IN-
FLUENCES model was significantly better than
the RANDOM INFLUENCES model and had a trend
towards better performance compared to the IN-
CREMENTAL model. Surprisingly, the INCRE-
MENTAL model was not statistically different
from the RANDOM INFLUENCES model.

In (Jordan and Walker, 2000; Jordan and
Walker, 2002), we also used these same tag sets
to compare the performance of ML models. In
addition to the above tag sets we also used in-
formation that was directly derivable as a result
of maintaining a history based on the input tag
sets, utterance numbers, problem numbers and
speaker information. This additional information
included such things as the relative distances be-
tween utterances, between usages of discourse
entities and between agreement states, frequen-
cies of attributes expressed in reference chains



and of previous mentions, and comparisons of
speakers relative to an earlier utterance or dis-
course entity. This time we found that the IN-
TENTIONAL INFLUENCES model performed sig-
nificantly better than the INCREMENTAL MODEL

and that both ML models performed better than
their algorithmic counterparts. This indicates that
the INPUT and OUTPUT tag-sets and the NON-
IDENTIFICATION GOAL tag-set are useful.

An additional surprise was that varying the
models for computing the distractor sets within
both the algorithms and ML models made no sig-
nificant difference in performance. This means
that the DISTRACTOR SET tags may not be nec-
essary since the alternative distractor set models
depend only on simple recency and this informa-
tion can be easily derived by maintaining a history
based on the input tags and associated utterance
numbers.

We also compared the performance of a num-
ber of other algorithms and ML models and the
only additional dialogue context required by any
of these was available as a result of maintaining a
history of the inputs.
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